I used the yoke dress pattern from B & B's Blueprint Pattern Co. # 105 (Size 4) for the basic style
with a few modifications. Measure down the side seam of the yoke pattern to adjust the yoke to the
desired length for your child, or style you desire. After adjusting the length of the bodice, I redrew
the yoke pattern.
Cut a block of fabric 2 in. longer than the yoke pattern and 4 in. wider. When you are
embellishing down the center front yoke, the first thing you need to do is fold the fabric together
to find, and mark the center of the fabric block.
1 placed a length of antique ribbon down the center of the yoke block, with a row of white
antique Guipure lace down each side. Three Y4inch tucks are sewn along each side of the lace.
To make sure that the center ribbon stays at the correct placement, place a length of the "Y4in.
Steam and Seam" down the center of the wrong side of the ribbon. Peel away the top layer from
the Steam and Seam and press the ribbon in place along the center. Cover the ribbon and fabric
with a pressing cloth before pressing to fuse the ribbon. Since the ribbon is wider than the Y4in
Steam and Seam, there is room on each side of the un-fused ribbon edge to slide the lace under
the edge of the ribbon to peek out from each side.
Use Sulky invisible thread to stitch the layers of ribbon and lace to the center front of the bodice.
Use a narrow zig zag stitch, just wide enough to cover the edge of the ribbon.
Measure out from the center of the yoke 1Y2inches to mark the first folded tuck. Turn the wrong
side of the yoke fabric together along the fold line, and press along fold. Stitch the 1;4 in tuck,
and press to out side edge. From the stitching line of the first tuck, measure 5/8 inch away, and
draw a line for the placement of the second and then third tuck. Repeat for the other side of the
ribbonllace trim.

Antique Guipure is available but quantities are limited You can achieve the same look with embroidered edging
such as E-/ or E-601. Just trim away the batiste from the scalloped entredeux and attach described as above.

Tuck at Hem:
The tucks along the hem line are Vz in. wide. Fold the 4 in. hem up so you can measure and mark
the placement for the first tuck above the hem line. After folding along the traced tuck line,
pressing, and stitching the % in. tuck, measure 1% in. from the stitching line of the first tuck to
mark placement of the second tuck. Repeat for the third tuck.

Instead of a sash, I decide for this classic tailored dress design that a belt would give the desired
look along the waist line. The belt is lined with pink batiste and piping stitched around the outer
edge. Two antique buttons are used to close the belt, and 4 matching antique buttons are down
the center back.
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Don't forget the Detailsl
(insertion),

Spring flowers are blooming at Bear Threads. Swiss Embroideries

E-l22 (3" edging) and E-123 (collar) in Appenzell Pink are beautifully paired with Bearissima

Swiss Batiste in matching Appenzell Pink and Spring Green Silky Cotton.
white.

E-120

Complete the bouquet with 4-hole flat Mother-of-Pearl

buttons.

Add floral laces L-ll and L-l2 in

